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Her ADA funded research project focuses on a common side-effect of intensive diabetes management: low blood glucose or hypoglycemia. As a result of more frequent insulin injections, the incidence of severe hypoglycemic episodes has increased significantly. When glucose is decreased, the brain initiates powerful hormonal and behavioral (i.e., food intake) counterregulatory responses that function to increase blood glucose levels. These counterregulatory responses can become impaired after exposure to prior episodes of hypoglycemia. In this clinical condition known as HAAF, blood glucose levels can decline to dangerously low levels, without any warning signals (hunger, shakiness) or activation of counterregulatory responses and oftentimes lead to injury, coma or death.

A specific research goal is to define the relative importance of one particular hindbrain glucose sensing site in the activation of hormonal and behavioral counterregulatory responses during hypoglycemia and its role in the development of HAAF. Another goal is to identify the type of nerve cells in this hindbrain site that respond to hypoglycemia. Identification of the type of nerve cell is a required step before pharmacological agents can be developed that specifically target these glucose sensing nerve cells.